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Abstract. As the scientific literature explodes in its abundance, specialisation and forgetfulness, the temptation to quote from José Ortega Y Gasset becomes irresistible: It would then be seen how, generation after generation, the scientist has been gradually restricted and confined into narrower fields of mental occupation [1]. Followed swiftly by cynical reflection on the publishing industry’s massive profits. Victor Gorshkov’s work immediately dispels these temptations. Here one sees the intellectual bounty offered by range – capability across and interest in multiple fields [2]. Among the very best of what science offers. Here I give a few examples.
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The first of Victor Gorshkov’s published research I encountered was work on metabolic rate variation in organisms, published in the Royal Society’s Proceedings B [3]. As I read this paper, I realised I should have been looking out for his previous work. Given our similar interests in the scaling of metabolic rate, we soon ended up collaborating. The primary outcome was a demonstration, quite to my surprise, that mass-specific routine metabolic rate varies just 30-fold (0.3–8.8 W/kg) across organisms that vary in body mass by 20 orders of magnitude [4]. Despite some initial scepticism by the community, this result has been verified independently [5]. And it is one which offers fascinating additional perspectives [6].

Next, I came across Victor Gorshkov’s work on the biotic pump of atmospheric moisture and its role in establishing and maintaining the hydrological cycle [7]. The approach provides an insightful combination of theoretical physics with empirical data showing just how important forests are for drawing water inland and keeping continents moist (Fig. 1). Initially controversial, again, these ideas are now fast reaching a broad audience. Over the past month I have thought repeatedly about their implications while watching Australia’s south-eastern forests burn. What will this widespread forest destruction mean for an already parched continent, and one having just had its hottest and driest year on record [8]?
(since the early 1900s)? Occasionally the literature sees discussion of "terra-forming" other planets. We seem to be dismantling ours. Science to limit the change and prepare us for what we are already committed to is exceptionally important.

The work is lively in its connections to multiple important questions – metabolic scaling [10], the demise of large mammals [11], and how information and energy interact in living systems [12]. It provides an opportunity for further testing too – such as in systems that are based on chemosynthesis [13] or those, which may be quite common in some circumstances, that rely neither on photosynthesis nor on chemosynthesis, but on trace gas scavenging [14].

Few such broad approaches to explaining our world exist – we should welcome them, seize them and test them thoroughly. I believe that this is exactly what Victor Gorshkov would have wanted. And as has happened with his work on the similarity of life’s metabolic rates, I expect that doing so would generate incredible benefit.

The death of a scholar is always a tragedy. But the tragedy here is lessened by the legacy that has been left through this final and remarkable trans-disciplinary work.

Fig. 1. The functioning and fate of terrestrial ecosystems, such as this one in central Australia (Kata Tjuta), have long been the subject of Victor Gorshkov's research (image by S. L. Chown)

And we now have this final contribution [9], published again with Victor’s long-standing and close collaborator Anastassia Makarieva. The work sets out to change current understanding of the way our planet works by building cleverly on what we already accept as its generalities. Coming to grips with it demands range: consideration of multiple fields, assessment of numerous equations, scrutiny of assumptions, and scouring for evidence that supports or contradicts the empirical predictions. The thesis is deceptively straightforward: immobile life shows local self-organization, a process which occurs in all local systems globally. Mobile life has no such self-regulation. Indeed, it must use up resources locally, so causing profound ecosystem changes. Migration can mitigate the subsequent consequences for mobile life. Among the many fascinating implications of the idea is one highly relevant to us. A massively abundant and broadly distributed mobile species, such as ours, can destabilise the Earth system across its entire extent (Fig. 1).
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